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European Continental University (ECU)  
Wishes To Be Known and Accepted as an  

Occupational  Lifelong Learning Knowledge University! 
 ECU Facilitates Non-Academic Work Oriented Hands on 

Professional Knowledge Qualifications! 

 ECU is not a Virtual but an Occupational Lifelong Hands on Work 

Learning Knowledge University! 

 ECU is not a Traditional nor Red Brick University of USA or UK, but 

it is firmly known as an International Work Based Professional 

Knowledge University for every matured working person! 

 ECU confer their awards upon matured licensed working individuals 

who demonstrate of their ability by way of their Career Progress 

Development Certification!  

 Every applicant must certify their eligibility to the ECU’s awarding panel as it has to be Earned Rather 

than Awarded!  

 ECU’s main accreditation comes from Employers and Business Enterprises as it is an Entrepreneurial 

Knowledge Award! 

 ECU’s Professional Knowledge Qualifications are Non-Traditional but have extraordinary Professional 

Status in Business and Employment Circles! 

 ECU Qualifications are supported by UK-Commission for Consistent Learning (UK-CCL), who are known 

to be implementers of Professional Quality Management Standards (PQMS 5001:2005), which is 

equivalent to ISO 9001:2008! 

 ECU awards are reinforced with UK Professional Body Eminent Memberships to ascertain the 

Superiority and Legitimacy of the Knowledge Qualifications!   

 ECU believes in Leadership, Personal Professional Career Development & Success which ascertain the 

Knowledge rather depending on Traditional Class Room Academic Learning. 

 ECU’s applicants are Assesses and Verified on a one to  one basis by using the Nominated Professionally 
Qualified Individuals, who are ascertained by UK-CCL’s International Administration Office, UK.  

 ECU never claim that they are University Grant Commissioned (UGC) approved rather they firmly 
claim that they are a Lifelong Professional Knowledge Learning University (LPKLU) of Today, whose 
requirement is Hands on Work Experience.  

 ECU’s awarding panel only consider applicants who have independently understood the vision, 
mission and concept of ECU’s Legitimacy, Authority and Acceptance. 

 ECU’s Assessment and Verification are performed either by Affirmation for Prior Experience and 
Learning (APEL) or Accreditation for Career Progress Development (ACPD) schemes. 

 ECU’s awards are considered under the methodology of Credit Accumulated Transfer Scheme (CATS) 
 

ECU’s Knowledge Qualifications are known and accepted internationally 

as a worthy, valuable, recognizable, PROFOUND LIFELONG KNOWLEDGE 

LEARNING DEGREE AWARDS for any individual who has portrayed the 

Knowledge and Expertise Required in their Respective Field of Profession. 

ECU Awards has to  be earned and it is a Non-Orthodox But a Non-Formal Professional Lifelong 

Knowledge Qualification for Personnel Enhancement & Career Progress! 



 

This documentation is an affix to ascertain the true originality of the certification 

issued from the International Coordinating Centre of European Continental University 

which is the University of Knowledge, Experience & Learning, of Delaware, USA. The 

said Candidate’s reference number which Appears on the Certificate of Award is the 

recipient.  The university has obtained the APOSTILLE Certificate and the 

confirmation of Legal Incorporation from the Secretary of State of Delaware to 

authenticate the country of license and the origin of the university. It is also to affirm 

that the signature, seal or stamp on the document is genuine.  This affidavit is signed 

by the Executive Governor of the University, who is the Head of the University‘s 

Governing Board. Therefore, the Trustees of the University believes that no further 

authentication is necessary. 

This is the true declaration of the Legitamcy, Legality and the Lawfulness of the European Continental University (ECU) of Delaware, 

USA, who is a Distance Learning Non Domancial, Non Traditional  Academic  but Work Orientated Professional Knowledge University 

for the Third Millenium.  The Board of Trustees and Governors seek the Affirmation, Approval and Acceptance of today’s Employers, 

Business Organisations and Professionals. This statement of ECU makes clear their staus to prospective candidates and others who 

are interested. How to confirm the quality of the qualification is relied upon the facilitation, assessment and verification 

methodology, which a university adheres to. This is why the United States of America did not make the accreditation legally 

compulsory for Non Campus Universities, which are incorporated in the USA. Professional Knowledge Qualifications is 

an ongoing Professional Development Learning Notion.  
 

 

DO NOT LET THIS OPPORTUNITY  

PASS BY, ECU CAN HELP YOU TODAY, 

TO MAKE YOU KNOWN INTERNATIONALY!  



 
The Executive Board of Governors & Trustees of European Continental University (ECU), who are to be known and accepted as the 
University of Work Oriented Knowledge, Learning and Experience. This voluntary information is provided to every prospective 
applicant who wishes to obtain the ECU qualification. This advice note has to be read and understood very clearly before completing 
the application form and submitting them to ECU.  The Board of Trustees obtained this published information from the US 
Department of Education and made available for any prospective applicant of ECU. ECU Board of Trustees do herby make clear to 
everyone that, they are not traditional academic university, rather a distance learning work oriented professional knowledge 
university. Everyone seeks to enhance their knowledge in respective field by entering the university by way of academic learning 
path. But ECU facilitates the Knowledge confirmation by Hands on Work Based Learning.  ECU wishes to share the following 
statement which was published by US Department of Education in their website about the private university concept of USA.  This 
information is to inform everyone concerned, who are seeking the ECU’s Professional Knowledge Qualification. We wish to state 
that this rule was in force at the time of ECU’s incorporation and licensing in the State of Delaware, USA. This regulation was 
enforced by the US Department of Education.  This is for information purpose only and no responsibility will take by the ECU’s 
Trustees or Management for any wrongful exploitation. 
 

U.S. Department of Education  
400 Maryland Avenue, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20202 
www.ed.gov 

 
 
 

Accreditation in the United States is a voluntary process of external quality review used by higher education to 
scrutinize colleges, universities and programs for quality assurance and quality improvement. Higher education 
creates finances and otherwise sustains accreditation as a desired practice of self-regulation of its activities. 
Accreditation emerges from concerns to protect public health and safety and to serve the public interest. It is carried 
out by private, non-governmental, non-profit organizations designed for this specific purpose. 
 

The United States has no Federal Ministry of Education or other centralized authority exercising single national 
control over postsecondary educational institutions in this country. The State of California assume varying degrees 
of control over education, but, in general, institutions of higher education are permitted to operate with considerable 
independence and autonomy. As a consequence, American educational institutions can vary widely in the character 
and quality of their programs. 
 

The U.S. Department of Education states; accreditation does not provide automatic acceptance by an institution of 
credit earned at another institution, nor does it give assurance of acceptance of graduates by employers. Acceptance 
of students or graduates is always the prerogative of the receiving institution or employer. For these reasons, besides 
ascertaining the accredited status of a school or program, students should take additional measures to determine, 
prior to enrolment, whether or not their educational goals will be met through attendance at a particular institution. It 
is the responsibility of each student to determine, prior to registration at any university, that their degree program or 

studies, meet admission, employment, or transfer requirements. 

 

This specific information is furnished by the Executive Board of Governors and Trustees of European Continental University of State 

of Delaware, USA is to emphasise the validity of ECU’s awards to their prospective candidates. ECU’s qualification has to be earned 

rather than paper award. It is also made aware to every applicant has to understand that the private university concept of USA, 

various from state to state. The ECU was sanction by the State Secretary, who has the power to incorporate any corporation to be 

legitimately to be operated from his state.  This has been fulfilled by the trustees of the ECU.  
 

This document is for private circulation on a voluntary basis to make known the USA private universities polices. This 

document will be self-explanatory for understanding ECU’s credentials and is issued by Executive Administrator’s office 

of ECU for information purpose only.  The ECU Founder’s belief is that every person wanted to improve their Knowledge 

by way following the Traditional Route of Class Room Academic Learning, but ECU gives their emphasis on Hands on 

Professional Work Experience Lifelong Learning, which open the Golden Door of Freedom to earn Professional 

Knowledge Qualifications as a new opportunity for individuals to attain career success! For the Masters (MPE) 

Entrepreneurship, the applicant must have overall 15 years Work Experience and for doctorate 25 years Work 

Experience. 

http://www.ed.gov/


Incorporated in the State of Delaware, USA 

To Confer Professional Entrepreneurial Knowledge Awards 

ECU is a Non-Conventional Professional Knowledge University of Today!  
 

ECU’S PROFESSIONAL ENTREPRENEURIAL KNOWLEDGE QUALIFICATIONS ARE USA BASED AWARDS TO 

INDIVIDUALS WHO CAN PORTRAY THEIR ELIGIBILITY BY WAY OF HANDS ON PRACTICAL ACHIEVEMENTS WITHIN 

THEIR WORKING ENVIRONMENT OR BUSINESS CIRCLE OR BOTH! 
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AN AMAZING NON-ACADEMIC PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE ENTREPRENEURIAL CERTIFICATION 

OF BRILLIANCE FOR EVERY SUCCESSFUL PERSON ON THEIR OWN RIGHT EITHER IN 

EMPLOYMENT OR BUSINESS! 
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ECU does not award paper qualifications, rather encourages the licensed working individual to earn their 

respective Professional Knowledge Qualification Certification.   The ECU Founders make a plea to all licensed 

working individuals who do not possess professional endorsement for their lifelong contribution to the 

economic world to join hands with the ECU to get themselves recognized by gaining credit worthy 

Professional Knowledge Qualifications. 

 

 

Mission of Award   
The mission of this Highest Certification of International Golden Excellence (IGE) or Diamond of Asia 
International (DAI) is to enrich the image of a person’s Competence by conferring either one of this award. 
This special recognition is conferred by Work Orientated Knowledge University taking into account of Extra curricula 
actives of person Life Long contribution into consideration a Learning to endorsement upon matured working person 
with one of the remarkable non academical profess expose it to the international world and uplift the person’s moral. It 
is a legitimate endorsement because it is awarded by a Reputable and Renowned Knowledge Based University, 
namely the ECU of Delaware, USA.  It has a significant meaning, which is true for all rights-of-passage. In effect, a society 

or organization has stamped its approval for a new life to begin with this specific  International Golden Excellence 
(IGE) or Diamond of Asia International (DAI). This is an appreciation Certification boost the individual’s 
professional personality.  This type of acknowledgment gives the privileges and crucial responsibilities to create a 
better society at this crucial time of our life. This accolade can be seen as a social and professional international 
recognition of quality, skill and community social work. 

 

ECU wants to be known and accepted by every person a unique conferring awarding institution who bestow 

special honour which is not something given simply for money, conversely everyone has to earn to obtain this 

award.  It comes from within the individual and is revealed by their actions and achievements. It radiates from 

his/her character with his/her every word and deed. Furthermore, this specific highest award of 

International Golden Excellence (IGE) or Diamond of Asia International (DAI) will permit the 

individual to gain an inspirational acknowledgement among their fellow business associates or 

friends and family.  
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The Founder of ECU Professor Emeritus Ralph Thomas to be known as the second millennium visionary for 

Professional Lifelong Knowledge Qualifications. He believes that, accreditation is not the clarification, but it 

can be a dilemma for many people, but if the awarding university is legitimately incorporated with the aim and 

objectives in their memorandum of article. For this uniqueness, the Professional Quality Management 

Standards (PQMS) is very important. If you have the PQMS in place, the external accreditation is not 

important. The accreditation is to confirm the quality of the qualification. How you confirm the quality of the 

qualification is relied upon the facilitation, assessment and verification methodology which a university must 

adhere. Therefore the United States of America did not make accreditation as legally compulsive for Non-

Campus Universities which are incorporated in USA. Professional Knowledge Qualifications is an ongoing 

hand on learning concept, which ECU adheres.  
 

We understand that if a university has the governmental accreditation, the applicant can get grants from their 

respective government.  Another key factor that directly affects the accreditation is the immense cost and that 

should be passed onto the applicants. One leading educational entrepreneur quotes that the cost of regional 

accreditation in the United States is around 10 million dollars and takes approximately 10 years, with a fifty 

percent chance of approval.  
 

The costs and time that traditional accreditation bodies take in accrediting an institution does not resonate 

with this age of technology and information. Non-Campus professional education brings a world of ease and 

flexibility to working individuals around the globe.   The fact that it allows one to learn from the comfort of 

one's home or office makes it the most viable option for working adults to pursue or continue their professional 

education. It's also the best choice for working adults who cannot learn full-time in a traditional, campus-based 

college or university for any reason.  
 

Most Non-Campus Universities do not have a traditional campus or classroom environment. You can learn 

from anywhere you want, using your computer with an internet connection and you are assessed, examined 

or verified by the latest technological facilities. No question that in these lean times, these rewards have 

motivated many working professionals and organizations to embrace non-traditional methods to improve their 

career prospects. Recently, for example, Wal-Mart announced online education programs worth 1.44 Million 

dollars for its employees. 
 

These factors do not require the Non-Campus Universities to seek the traditional route of accreditation, but 

seeks the full accreditations from employers, business organisations and from the individuals who have 

completed their learning with these types of universities.  These are the objectives of the founders of the 

European Continental University of Delaware, USA. ECU qualifications are endorsed by UK Professional Body 

Aventus Academy, as well as Assessing and Verifying institution UK-Commission for Consistent Learning.    
 

The Founders of ECU believe that it is not morally wrong to place emphasis on knowledge that is already in 

existence within a licensed working individual to confer the appropriate Professional Knowledge Award 

pertaining to the Knowledge earned by Lifelong Work Experience Learning. It is made known by every 

academic person that Knowledge Can be gained either by Book Learning or Hands on Lifelong Work 

Experience Learning!  
 

Why Seek Out European Continental University Qualifications? 
 

ECU’s core value is to give prominence to their candidates and put them in the driving seat and for the university 

to be the facilitator of Lifelong Hands on Learning, rather than to be a traditional bureaucratic and impeding 

authority. This ECU’s vision is to be part of the next generation of knowledge learners, moving beyond artificially-

imposed boundaries to a point where knowledge learning is recognised and accepted as creditworthy Knowledge 

Certifications. It is above all, a chance to revitalize the Quality concept of Knowledge to the level of Orthodox 

Universities facilitations to meet the challenges facing our global working society for future years. ECU’s Knowledge 

Oriented Professional Degrees are evidence of an individual’s own achievement of Knowledge confirmation, 

rather than Orthodox Theory Learning. 
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The importance of ECU’s Professional Knowledge Degree is to give the opportunity to matured experienced 

executives - not to lose out to the inexperienced younger orthodox academic generation but instead to overtake 

them. This is because of their vast knowledge and competencies, but not having that crucial piece of paper of 

degree certification which current employers are giving priority when giving jobs or promotions. In today’s realistic 

economic condition, although many have been in their respective employment for many years without problems, 

their progress is stagnated due to the fact of not holding a paper endorsement of degree certification. This not only 

has given them a deadline for their promotion but has also gone to the extent of losing their career progress path.  

ECU has taken this into consideration and giving due recognition and importance by way of taking Lifelong Work 

Experience Learning for their respective Professional Knowledge Degree Certifications. 
 

Therefore, ECU is the alternative pathway to compensate this potential loss.  ECU’s Founder and Visionary 

Professor Emeritus Ralph Thomas wishes to emphasise to all concern that, ECU’s Professional Knowledge 

Qualifications are not to be considered a quick fix solution to resolve the gap in academic qualifications or to 

become a quick millionaire, rather ECU offers recognition to the busy long standing matured work experienced 

individuals an opportunity in elevating their professional status in the working place and business circle with the 

appropriate Professional Knowledge Certifications. 
 

Every ECU’s applicant must follow one of the specific learning path schemes, namely the Accreditation of Career 

Progress Development (ACPD) or Affirmation of Prior Learning and Experience (APEL). This being Non -Academic 

Knowledge Qualifications, every applicant should meet the Methodology by submitting their Personal Profile on 

a Work Project Assignment, by attending number of Workshops & Seminar with compulsory three Oral 

Examinations to earn the ECU’s Creditworthy Knowledge Certifications. This specific Lifelong Knowledge Learning 

Path stimulate the difference from the Traditional Orthodox Academic Universities. The Executive Board of 

Governors of ECU made it as compulsory that every candidate must satisfy the requisites before they are deemed 

to earn the appropriate Professional Knowledge Degree Certifications. The Lifelong Work Learning programmes of 

the ECU are a dual process and candidates are also measured to see if they qualify for the UK Professional Body 

Consortium of Entrepreneurial Administrators (CEA) Eminent Certified Membership.  
 

Professional Body Certified Membership 
 

It is made known to every person, who follow the Lifelong Work Learning to earn the ECU’s Professional Knowledge 

Degree Certification has the opportunity gain a reputable UK Professional Body’s Eminent Professional 

Entrepreneurial Administrator Membership from Consortium of Entrepreneurial Administrators (CEA), which is 

the sister awarding body of 1981 The Corporation of Executives and Administrators (CEA) who are known now 

as UK-Certified Knowledge Association (UK-CKA). The CEA is a unique international professional body 

incorporated in Great Britain as a non- profit quasi charity professional body. This recognition gives added 

recognition and privilege to certify as a UK Professional Body Member with the facility to use the designated 

letters after their name. This specific certification does confirm the jointly monitoring the progress of the ECU 

candidate. The candidate has to satisfy this dual monitoring concept as the candidate will receive the CEA Eminent 

Membership along with ECU Professional Knowledge Degree Qualification. Due to this dual process, joint 

monitoring method will raise the ECU’s awards to the higher-level qualification of a Redbrick Traditional Academic 

Universities standard. To learn more information about CEA, visit the website (www.cea. institute). 
 

Creditworthy Professional Knowledge Equivalency Certification  
 

ECU candidates are assessed, examined and verified by independent institution to give further creditability and it 

has been handed over to  UK-Commission for Consistent learning (UK-CCL). This gives the ECU candidate with the 

privilege of obtaining a Professional Knowledge Equivalency Certification issued by UK-CCL and this an additional 

confirmation which will strengthen the ECU award to an International Professional Quality Management Standard.  

As UK-CCL is an ISO 9001:2008 approved professional educational institution of Great Britain. To know more of 

UK-CCL, visit the website (www.ukccl.institute) 

http://www./
http://www.ukccl.institute/
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Innovative Founder Professor Emeritus Ralph Thomas’ 

Principles and Leadership on Lifelong Learning 
                                                                   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Being a Visionary and Leader, his understanding of the business competition shows that, we get our most important 

and valuable talents of entrepreneurs not through orthodox classroom academicians, but rather from the 

individuals who has personal lifelong work experience learning. Through his personal experience, he can ascertain 

that, the Traditional Education alone will not give you the necessary knowledge but work experience and hands on 

understanding will give the person the adequate high value knowledge for any person to be successful in their 

respective Working Profession or Business Attainment.  
 

The ECU Founder’s firm belief is that, Professional Hands-on Lifelong Learning is the key to unfasten the golden 

door of freedom and will open into new opportunities for success. The Founder is also wish to make clear to all 

person concern that, ECU Incorporation did meet all the legal reequipments of State of Delaware of USA to form 

ECU as a Distance Lifelong Learning Knowledge University. To confirm the legality all necessary information can be 

viewed in the official website. www.myecu.institute. 
 

The Founder is a person who think outside the box and wants to me inventor with the practical notion. The ECU 

Executive Board of Governors experience confirms that, we get our most imperative knowledge not through 

traditional book education only, but practical hands lifelong work experience is essentially needed to enhance the 

Career Development. Hands on Experienced Leaders are more powerful role models when they have wider 

experience behind them rather than just academic learning from a class room. He sees this from person like Richard 

Branson, Former UK Prime Minister John Major, Microsoft Founder Bill Gates, Founder EasyJet Stelios Haji-Ioannou 
 

The ECU Executive Board of Governors wishes to make it known to all person concern that, their awards are known 

as “Lifelong Professional Knowledge Qualifications” and it is earned from Hands on Work Experience, rather than 

Traditional Orthodox Tutorial Class Room Educational Environment. ECU award is unique recognition in the working 

place. The difference between Academic and Non-Academic qualification is academic awards focus upon a specific 

field or an academic category, but Non-Academic Qualification is directed to general practical issues or someone’s 

Idea and thinking power. Furthermore, there would be no standard structure and rigid logic in it, but it will be a 

free style with own personality practical approach which ascertain the Professional Knowledge Ability. Non-

Academic achievement of success would have faced though all the practical hazards but Academic Achievement 

would have given the notion, ideas, guidelines and theory for the execution. At the end of the day, both 

methodology gives the person with Knowledge what they were seeking. This what the objective of ECU Founder 

who wrote in his Doctoral Thesis and has implemented for many non-academic works experienced personal to 

become a qualified professional with their own right. 


